This presentation covers Gen‐Z’s Security capabilities.
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Gen‐Z architecture assumes every component is an attack vector. This is critical to
appreciate, as time and again cyber attacks have exploited hardware and software that take
no steps to authenticate access and establish trust.
This slide illustrates how attacks are carried out today at all levels irrespective of the
interconnect used.
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This slide provides a high‐level breakdown on malicious component threats. Again, these
threats are interconnect independent, and cyber attacks make use of these on a regular
basis.
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This slide describes a set of high‐level actions that can be used to mitigate the threats
posed by malicious components. All of these actions are supported by Gen‐Z, and can be
applied to any Gen‐Z‐based solution.
• The payload within a Gen‐Z packet can be encrypted to ensure privacy.
• Gen‐Z supports packet deadlines to enable more aggressive end‐to‐end request packet
retransmission timers.
• Gen‐Z supports Hash‐based Message Authentication (HMAC) that can be included in any
explicit OpClass packet.
• Gen‐Z Explicit OpClass packets contain Access Keys and select request packets contain R‐
Keys to provide hardware‐enforced access control. Further, Gen‐Z supports additional
access control and packet filtering to ensure components can communicate only with
configured peers.
• Gen‐Z explicit OpClass packets can include an anti‐replay field (sequence number or
precision time‐based) to ensure request packets are not intercepted and replayed
multiple times.
• Precision time request and responses are exchanged using explicit OpClass packets, and
can be cryptographically secured.
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Gen‐Z architecture specifies mechanisms that cover all of the listed mitigations.
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Gen‐Z specifies the detailed steps to validate all packets and the actions to take upon
detecting an issue.
Gen‐Z supports HMAC to provide strong packet authentication.
Gen‐Z supports anti‐replay protection in conjunction with HMAC to ensure packet
uniqueness. Further, each packet is uniquely identified by a combination of its source
component identifier, destination component identifier, and Tag or sequence number (SOD‐
only).
Gen‐Z supports multiple packet injection rate (congestion management) and access control
mechanisms to provide hardware‐enforced isolation and permission validation.
Components can encrypt data payloads to ensure privacy, can apply higher‐layer
authentication mechanisms, e.g., service or service instance information, can replicate data
or interleave memory in conjunction with erasure codes, etc.
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All explicit OpClass packets may contain the Next Header field (the field is present if NH ==
1b.
Gen‐Z specifies control structures that enable the Next Header field to be applied to all
explicit OpClass communications, to only control plane communications, on a per peer
component basis, etc.
Gen‐Z specifies the Component Security structure to provide security certificate and TIK
(Transaction Integrity Key) management. A component can support multiple certificates
and TIKs enabling different authentication to be applied per peer component.
If a component detects a security violation, it can be configured to immediately inform
management without informing the source component. Management can take steps to
isolate, reset, or shutdown the source component based on customer‐specific policies.
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The current specification supports three ART types:
• A per TIK sequence number. New or retransmitted packets must contain a SNA that is
greater than or equal to the expected sequence number. Further, the SNA needs to fall
within a window to prevent a malicious component from advancing the sequence
number such that it will be easier to hijack communications.
• A Precision time ART requires global precision time management, i.e., not on a per TIK
basis. All participating components advance their understanding of precision time,
hence, any component can detect if a new packet falls within the configured precision
time window. Packets that fall outside of this window are treated as malicious.
• Null ART—this indicates ATR detection is disabled.
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In Situ insertion is the physical interposition of hardware, e.g., crocodile clips or a Y‐cable to
physically collect and / or modify packets.
If all components support the Component Security structure, then a key management
system can be used to populate the security certificates and TIKs. Certificates and TIKs can
be populated such that these values can be trusted. Management ensures that only
authorized components can communicate with one another.
Switches can provide a limited level of packet filtering. For example, during leaf
component configuration, a switch can filter any non‐Control OpClass packets to prevent
the component or any other component from communicating with the component under
configuration. Once configured or through a Link CTL exchange, the switch can filter the
SCID / SSID in all packets to ensure that a leaf component only transmits packets
corresponding to its component identifier.
Though outside of the specification’s scope, management can use a challenge‐response
protocol to authenticate the public / private keys. Such a protocol can be transported in
Gen‐Z Read / Write or Write MSG or Vendor‐defined packets.
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The Component Security structure is used to manage security services. It contains a set of
tables:
• Pointers to the component’s security certificates. A component can support multiple
security certificates.
• A certificate table containing all of the security certificates used by this components and
its peer. This table can contain security certificates that are not used for Gen‐Z, e.g., for
higher‐level security services such as encryption.
• A Transaction Integrity Key table. A TIK is a “secret” shared between the communicating
components. Each entry specifies one of the 10 possible hash functions used perform
HMAC, a sequence number to track how often this entry was updated, and the size of
the TIK itself.
A component uses the Component PA structure to locate the Certificate and TIK table
entries. This enables a component to quickly identify a unique entry per component or to
use a wildcard set of values applied to all communications.
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This concludes this presentation. Thank you.
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